Abstract

This paper proposes a measurement system for grasping postures using a fisheye camera. We attached a fisheye camera to the cap of a cylindrical object, such as a jar or a bottle. The fisheye camera was used to determine the position of the fingertips in 3D via image processing. The grasping posture utilized when opening or closing a jar or a bottle was then reconstructed. If an object, a model of a hand and the grasp type are given, it is possible to estimate the grasping posture of the whole hand, even using partially captured data. Preliminary experimental results show that the system is able to reconstruct the grasping posture of various users.

1. Introduction

Measurement of the human grasping posture is required in many fields, such as human–computer interactions and ergonomics. Such measurements are utilized to enable researchers to understand how human beings use daily objects. The results are then employed in refining the design of products and services. In this paper, we focus on how people open cylindrical objects such as jars or bottles. Measurement of the motion to open cylindrical objects in daily life can be utilized to check the validity of the design of such products.

Today, there are many methods available for measuring the human grasping posture. One popular way involves fixing sensor equipment in the environment. The LeapMotion product [1], for example, captures hand postures via infrared LEDs and monochromatic IR cameras. However, it does not work well when measuring object grasping because part of the hand is obstructed by the object. Vicon [2] is an optical-motion capture system that uses reflective markers attached to the hand. Marsico et al. [3] and Wang et al. [4] use a data glove that is designed to measure hand postures. While these methods are effective to avoid occlusion problem, the unnatural sensations caused by the markers and the glove often lead to the subject displaying different behavior than usual.

In this paper, we have developed a system for the observation of a bare hand in a grasping posture. The method involves the use of computer vision – more specifically, a fisheye camera is attached to the cap of the object being grasped. Figure 1 shows our proposed method. The left-hand side of the figure depicts the system and the right-hand side displays a digital hand model constructed with the system. Computer vision was used to capture elements such as skin color and polar coordinates, which enabled the fingers to be detected via the fisheye camera. If a cylindrical object shape is given and the camera disposition is defined with respect to the model, it is possible to calculate 3D fingertip coordinates from the 2D fingertip coordinates detected in the image. If the type of grasp is known, then the whole 3D hand posture can be estimated using the fingertip position.

2. Related work

As for measurement devices for the bare hand, two types of body-worn devices have been proposed. The first estimates finger posture by sensing the shape (or other properties) of the wrist, the dorsal side of the hand, and the forearm [5, 6, 7]. The second type of device, which is called Digits [8], directly measures hand posture by using an
infrared laser line projector and an infrared camera.

The vision-based method is also administered for measurement of the human grasping posture. HandyAR [9] uses computer vision for skin-color detection or hand segmentation, allowing human hand posture to be estimated. The CyclopsRing [10] takes a direct image of a hand using a small fisheye camera worn on the finger. The hand posture is then determined via machine learning. It is difficult, however, to detect arbitrary grasping postures through vision-based methods due to the difficulty of separating the hand region from mixed images of both the object and the hand.

Attaching a sensor device to the object is another option when investigating bare-hand interaction with an object. PrintSense [11] is a capacitive sensing system that analyzes interactions such as touch, proximity, pressure, and folding using flexible, printed conductive electrode arrays. The SensorTape [12] is a modular, dense sensor network in the form of a tape. Each module senses its orientation via an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), as well as determining proximity through time-of-flight infrared. However, neither device allows the user’s hand to touch the object surface directly. Touch & Activate [13] employs a vibration speaker to determine changes in acoustic signals. While this device allows for direct touch of the object by the hand, it basically “identifies” previously learned patterns, which limits the number of capturable grasping postures.

Wrap & Sense [14] is a bare-hand grasp observation system that uses band-type sensing equipment consisting of infrared distance sensors placed in an array. Assuming that the type of grasp is a “power grasp,” the whole hand posture can be determined, if the 3D shape of the object is known. However, it is difficult to measure the motion when the hand’s side edge cannot be detected, where motions like opening and closing jars are concerned.

3. Our method

Our system aims to observe bare-hand grasping posture by attaching a fisheye camera to the cap of a cylindrical object. To capture a complete image, each fingertip is detected via vision-based methods. Once the type of grasp has been determined, 3D fingertip coordinates are calculated from the 2D fingertip coordinates. By fitting a digital hand model to the fingertip coordinates, the whole hand posture is estimated. Figure 3 shows the workflow for proposed system.

3.1. Hand segmentation

First, a grasping image is captured using a fisheye camera. Then, skin-color segmentation is used, and every pixel in the image is categorized as either a skin-color pixel or a non-skin-color pixel. It can be assumed that the majority of the skin-color portion of the image will be the hand region, which is the largest section. We retrieve the point exhibiting the maximum distance value from the Distance Transformation of the segmented image. The segmentations results are given in Figure 4.

3.2. Fingertip detection

The fingertips are detected from the contours of the hand via image processing. First, we use log-polar transformation on the segmented image of the hand. To determine the center of the log-polar transformation, we use the point representing the maximum distance value from the Distance Transformation. The results are shown on the left-hand side of Figure 5. The vertical axis gives the distance from the center to the contour and the horizontal axis gives the angle. Next, we check the pixels in the log-polar image from top left to top right. If consecutive white pixels are found, we check whether the neighbor pixels on the previous line are white or not. If the pixels on the previous line are white, we give the pixels on the current line the same ID as those on the previous line. Where there are no white pixels on the previous line, a new ID is given to the current line. The right-hand side of Figure 5 shows the segmented image. In each blob, the middle pixels at the top of the line can be defined as the fingertips.

Once five points have been detected as the fingertips in polar coordinates, these points are converted to Cartesian
coordinates. The fingertips are then placed in order, based on the position of the index of the thumb, which can be labeled as the fingertip farthest from the mean position of all the fingertips (as shown in Figure 6). Figure 7 shows each fingers are detected correctly as a jar is grasped in various way. However, in current system, it is difficult to find each fingers correctly when fingers are bunched together or only a few fingers are used.

3.3. Calculating 3D hand coordinates

From the 2D fingertip coordinates, angle $\theta$ is calculated. It is calculated from the middle of the image, as shown on the left of Figure 8. As fisheye camera is attached to the center of the cap of the object, the 3D fingertip coordinates are determined from $\theta$ and the radius of the cap. Figure 8 shows its overview.

Hand–cap distance is calculated from the radius of a circle inscribed on the contours of the hand. We measured the correlation between the radius and the distance from the object to the hand, determining the hand–cap distance from the radius of the circle.

![Figure 4: Hand segmentation](image)

![Figure 5: Log-polar transformation](image)

![Figure 6: Finger detection](image)

![Figure 7: Finger detection when a jar is grasped in various ways](image)

![Figure 8: Determining 3D fingertip coordinates](image)

![Figure 9: Digital hand models with feature points](image)
3.4. Reconstructing Hand Grasping Posture

The hand’s grasping posture is reconstructed using 3D fingertip coordinates, the hand–cap distance, and the digital hand model.

We use DhaibaWorks [15], a platform software application developed for assisting product design for digital human models. A model of a subject’s hand can be created by manipulating a generic hand model in a way that satisfies the hand dimensions required [16]. We can estimate a full set of hand dimensions from a few hand measurements using regression analysis derived from our hand dimension database of more than 500 Japanese adults. In this research, we use four hand measurements (hand length, hand width, middle finger width, and thickness).

Six feature points are attached to the hand model, as shown in Figure 9. The grasping posture is determined, by minimizing the position error between the calculated 3D hand position and the feature points. The results are shown in Figure 10.

4. Comparison with motion-capture system

To check the accuracy of the reconstructed postures created using the system described above, the grasping postures of three participants (one man and two women) were captured simultaneously via the proposed system and an optical motion-capture system, as shown in Figure 11.

The motion tracker system used was the Vicon MX [2]. The postures captured by the motion-capture system were reconstructed using DhaibaWorks.

A comparison of the resulting reconstructed postures is given in Figure 13. The system can reconstruct the grasping posture approximately, but there are some shortcomings, especially concerning the curve of the fingers, because our system detects the fingertips only – it is difficult to detect each joint with CV technique.

To check the accuracy of fingertip points, we compared the fingertip position determined via the proposed system with those captured via an optical motion-capture system. The results are shown in Figure 14. The fingertip positions determined via our system are approximately the same as those given by the optical motion-capture system.

The mean distances between the finger position shown with the optical motion tracker and that given with the proposed system were 4.46 mm ±2.54 (mean ±s.d.) for Participant 1, 5.65 mm ±3.00 for Participant 2, and 9.73 mm ±6.09 for Participant 3.

5. Application

The technique proposed here for capturing the hand’s grasping posture can be applied in other scenarios. In this section, we present one of its other possible applications: use as part of a grip introduction for baseball players.
Our system can be utilized to determine a baseball player’s current hand posture, as shown in Figure 15. If one created an image of a goal hand (a certain kind of grasp in baseball), it could be used as a tool to guide a trainee in achieving the correct posture. Such visualizations could be useful for helping self-taught players to learn complicated grasp definitions. It would be a more interactive method than simply looking at 2D images of a hand. This approach could also be used to show how professional players perform various motions, if grasp data was provided.

6. Public demonstration

We demonstrated the stability of the system through a demonstration in a public space at the middle of December 2016 (Figure 16). The system worked well for various male and female visitors.
7. Limitations and future work

Grasp Type: While our current system detects grasping posture when fingers are widely open, it is difficult to estimate grasping posture if fingers are bunched together or only a few fingers are used. If we were able to categorize grasping postures via the images captured, our system would be able to analyze a wider range of postures.

Hand Size: Our current system cannot be used to detect the fingertips if the hand of the user is too small – the fingertips cannot be detected when the hand is too close to the lenses of the camera because it cannot detect 5 fingers clearly. This problem could be overcome by embedding a camera inside the jar or a bottle, instead of on top.

Other Objects: In this paper, we showed only baseball. To show how accurately and robustly the proposed method works in other cases, our approach needs more example of grasping other objects such as a doorknob or a bowl.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a grasp observation system for the bare hand. The system functions via a fisheye camera attached to the cap of a cylindrical object, which detects the fingers. The whole hand posture is then reconstructed by utilizing models of the hand and the object. Preliminary experimental results show that the system works stably to reconstruct the grasping posture of various users. Further discussion of an alternative application demonstrates the potential of the proposed system to be used in sports training.

Our future work include an extension of this approach to more various types of grasp and other objects such as a doorknob or a bowl.
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